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Abstract We propose a speedy two-step deposit process to form an Au electrode on hole transport layer(HTL) without any

damage using a general thermal evaporator in a perovskite solar cell(PSC). An Au electrode with a thickness of 70 nm was

prepared with one-step and two-step processes using a general thermal evaporator with a 30 cm source-substrate distance and

6.0 × 10−6 torr vacuum. The one-step process deposits the Au film with the desirable thickness through a source power of 60

and 100 W at a time. The two-step process deposits a 7 nm-thick buffer layer with source power of 60, 70, and 80 W, and

then deposits the remaining film thickness at higher source power of 80, 90, and 100 W. The photovoltaic properties and

microstructure of these PSC devices with a glass/FTO/TiO2/perovskite/ HTL/Au electrode were measured by a solar simulator

and field emission scanning electron microscope. The one-step process showed a low depo-temperature of 88.5 oC with a long

deposition time of 90 minutes at 60 W. It showed a high depo-temperature of 135.4 oC with a short deposition time of 8 minutes

at 100 W. All the samples showed an ECE lower than 2.8 % due to damage on the HTL. The two-step process offered an

ECE higher than 6.25 % without HTL damage through a deposition temperature lower than 88 oC and a short deposition time

within 20 minutes in general. Therefore, the proposed two-step process is favorable to produce an Au electrode layer for the

PSC device with a general thermal evaporator.
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1. Introduction

Perovskite solar cell(PSC) can be classified into regular

structure and inverted structure. Regular PSC structure is

composed of glass/transparent conductive oxide(TCO)/

electron transport layer(ETL)/perovskite/hole transport layer

(HTL)/metal electrode in which electron can move to the

outer circuit through TCO. The inverted PSC structure is

composed of glass/TCO/HTL/perovskite/ETL/metal elec-

trode.1,2) Lots of research on the regular perovskite

structure is in progress due to high energy conversion

efficiency(ECE) and easy-fabrication. 

Particularly, method of electrode forming is important

to minimize the damage on HTL/electrode interface

because electrode is deposited directly on organic HTL

in the regular-type PSC manufacturing process.

Y. C. Kim et al.3) have reported decrease in ECE due to

damage on HTL caused by thermal energy when spiro-

OMeTAD as organic HTL is exposed in N2 atmosphere

annealing at 90 oC for 30 minutes. This gives an evidence

that depo-temperature can affect ECE of PSC device

during electrode deposition, and amount of damage on

HTL with depo-temperature change are required to be

observed according to electrode deposition condition. An

expensive sputtering system including water cooling, sub-

strate rotating, and high vacuum pumps to minimize

damage on HTL had been employed, but it showed

relatively low ECE.4)

As electrode forming using physical vapor deposition

process lacks economic feasibility, research on carbon

electrode is progressed largely to overcome the damage

issue on the under layer.5-6) Y. Shao et al.7) reported 12.7

% of ECE when PSC was manufactured through electrode

forming process without vacuum using copper tape mixed

with conductive binder. F. Zhang et al.8) reported 8.31 %

of ECE using carbon electrode which can manufacture
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electrode without vacuum process. There is an advantage

that the carbon-based electrode is manufactured at room

temperature excluding vacuum process. However, higher

ECEs have not been reported yet due to higher contact

resistance than PVD processed Au electrode. For this

reason, Au electrode is usually formed by using expensive

customized thermal evaporator in most PSC researches.

The customized thermal evaporator used for PSC manu-

facturing decreases deposition rate and increased the

distance between source-substrate over 60 cm to minimize

damage on HTL. Expensive pump system is needed to

maintain ultra-high vacuum under 1.0 × 10−6 torr to secure

mean free path of gold particle during the deposition

process. However, such thermal deposition method takes

relatively long depo-time of about 30 min to form 70nm-

thick Au electrodes due to its relatively low deposition

rate. More research is needed to check possibility of Au

electrode deposition without any damage on HTL/elec-

trode interface by using existing ordinary thermal evap-

orator having economic vacuum pumps < 30 cm distance

of source-substrate and short depo-time of < 20 minutes.

Therefore, we tried to find appropriate thermal evaporation

process, so called ‘two-step’, to lessen the depo-time and

the damage on HTL by employing 7nm-thick buffer layer

with an ordinary thermal evaporator consisting of 30 cm

source-substrate distance.

2. Experimental Procedure

Mesoporous TiO2 (Dyrsol DSL, 18NR-T), perovskite

(sigma aldrich, PbI2 and MAI), and spiro-OMeTAD (sigma

aldrich) layers were formed on 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm glass/

FTO substrate.9) Finally, glass/500nm-FTO/200nm-TiO2/

500nm-perovskite/160nm-spiro-OMeTAD/70nm-Au PSC

structure was manufactured by depositing 70nm-thick Au

on the prepared structure as shown in Fig. 1.

Au electrode was deposited on 9 PSC samples with

stainless masks attached at stainless holder of 15 cm in

diameter at the same time by using a one-step process or

a two-step process. The one-step process deposits the Au

film through a given source power. Deposition rate was

measured according to each evaporation condition. The

two-step process consisted of manufacturing buffer layer

with low source power and forming the remaining elec-

trode at high energy. First, 7 nm buffer layer was formed

with 60~80 W which was a relatively small amount of

energy and Au electrode was deposited to become 70 nm

in total by using high source power between 80 W and

100 W.

Schematic illustration of thermal evaporator used for

Au electrode deposition is shown in Fig. 2. Thermal

evaporator used for electrode deposition is designed to

have 30 cm of distance between the Au source and the

sample substrate. Pump system is composed of a rotary

pump and a diffusion pump. 6.0 × 10−6 torr of vacuum

was achieved by using these pumps. Au electrode de-

position was started by opening shutter after stabilizing it

by closing the shutter for a minute.

Thermo-couple point on glass/FTO substrate surface

having the same size of with PSC tied up with polyimide

tape at the center of substrate holder. Change in depo-

temperature of PSC was measured every 10 seconds by

using digital controller(Testo, 175T3) according to depo-

time. Current-Voltage(I-V) was measured by using solar

simulator(PEC-L11, Peccell) and potentiostat(Iviumstat,

Ivium) to check photovoltaic properties of the final PSC.

Short circuit current density(Jsc), open circuit voltage

(Voc), fill factor(FF), and ECE were also measured as

well. Microstructure was analyzed with a field emission

scanning electron microscope(FE-SEM, Hitachi, S-4300)

to check any damage on perovskite/HTL under electrode

layer after the Au electrode was selectively removed by a

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of a thermal evaporator employed for

Au electrode deposition.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the cross-sectional structure of a perovskite

solar cell.
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tape physically.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 3 shows measurement result of 70 nm Au depo-

time and depo-temperature according to one-step process

condition with source power of 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100

W. In case of Au deposition with 60 W, 70 W of lower-

power, under 100 oC of depo- temperature was measured

and 90 min, 60 min of long depo-time were required

while only 25 min of depo-time was required for 80 W

of deposition. Meanwhile, with deposition at high-power

of 90 W and 100 W, the process was finished within

short depo-time (10 min and 8 min, respectively). However,

there is a possibility of damage on bottom HTL when

depo-temperature is over 120 oC. Therefore, low depo-

temperature and long depo-time were observed when

deposition was proceeded at lower power than 80 W of

standard source power, while high depo-temperature and

short depo-time were demanded in higher power condition.

Table 1 shows Jsc, Voc, FF, and ECE as source power,

depo-time, maximum temperature, and photovoltaic prop-

erties when one-step process or two-step process was

employed. In case of 70 nm Au deposition through 60 W

one-step process, 90 min of depo-time was required. Low

ECE of 1.70 % was achieved by 100 min of depo-time at

88 oC of depo-temperature as shown in Fig. 3.

With the two-step process of 60W-80W and 60W-90W,

the manufactured PSC had 7 nm of buffer layer deposition

for 5 min. For the remaining layer, the deposition time

was 23 min and 9 min at maximum temperature of 79 oC

and 74.2 oC, respectively. These temperatures were lower

than the depo-temperature from the one-step process at

60 W. Improved ECE was observed as this improvement

of the depo-temperature led to increase Jsc and FF.

In the two-step process with 70W-80W and 70W-90W,

PSC was manufactured by depositing 7 nm of buffer

layer within 4 min. The remaining electrode thickness was

deposited for 20 min and 6 min at maximum temperature

of 75.6 oC and 66.2 oC, respectively. Depo-temperature

was found to be lower than the temperature from the

one-step process at 70 W. ECE values of 8.33 % and

7.89 % were observed through improvement in depo-time

and depo-temperature by using the two-step process.

In the two-step process with 80W-90W and 80W-

100W, PSC was manufactured by depositing 7 nm of

buffer layer within 3 min. The remaining electrode thick-

ness was deposited for 11 min and 5 min, respectively.

Maximum temperatures of the manufactured PSC were

shown to be 87.4 oC and 57.7 oC, which is lower tem-

perature than 115 oC from the one-step process at 80 W.

ECE values of 6.47 % and 7.52 % were observed through

improvement in depo-time and depo-temperature by using

the two-step process. Meanwhile, with the one-step process

at 100 W, low ECE of 2.87 % was observed despite its

short depo-time due to increase of temperature to 135.4
oC caused by high source power.

Fig. 4 shows a graph of expected and experimentally

measured temperature change of the two-step process.

The expected temperature was based on the temperature

Fig. 3. Deposition temperature with deposition time and power in

one step process.

Table 1. Photovoltaic properties of PSCs with various one-step and two-step processes.

Power

(W-W)

Depo-time

(min)

max temp

(oC)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Voc

(V)
FF

η

(%)

60 90 88.5 6.96 0.81 0.30 1.70

60-80 28(5-23) 79.0 12.54 1.01 0.49 6.25

60-90 14(5-9) 74.2 17.11 1.02 0.55 9.56

70-80 24(4-20) 75.6 17.01 1.00 0.49 8.33

70-90 10(4-6) 66.2 14.77 1.02 0.52 7.89

80-90 14(3-11) 87.4 14.90 1.01 0.43 6.47

80-100 8(3-5) 57.7 16.85 0.99 0.45 7.52

100 8 135.4 11.20 0.75 0.34 2.87
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change of one-step process at given conditions shown in

Fig. 3. On the right top, microstructure of the HTL/

perovskite layer after Au electrode was removed at a

given process condition was shown. 

Fig. 4(a) shows the result of 60 W one-step process by

depo-temperature up to 2000sec when 70 nm Au was

deposited on PSC. Final depo-time was required as about

100 min as shown in Fig. 3. The SEM image on the

right top shows that the bottom HTL and perovskite

layer were damaged by long depo-time. This problem

corresponded to PSC degradation by thermal damage from

the deposition process as reported by K. Kim, et al.10) 

Fig. 4(b) shows result of the two-step process at 60W-

90W. Increase in depo-temperature was expected accord-

ing to change in source power to high power from low

power in a grey line plot as expected temperature change

of 60W-90W. However, the rate of increase in depo-

temperature was decreased as in a black line plot indi-

cating actual measurement of 60W-90W. This phenomenon

was judged that deposition of 7 nm buffer layer with low

energy made a difference in depo-temperature change. In

case of two-step process, shortening total depo-time and

decrease in depo-temperature were observed eventually.

On the right top, the result of SEM microstructure image

shows no damage on HTL of the bottom of the electrode

layer. 

Fig. 4(c) shows the result of change in temperature

from 70W-90W two-step process. Increase in depo-

temperature was expected as well according to increase

in source power to high power from low power in a grey

line plot as expected temperature change of 70W-90W.

However, the rate of increase in depo-temperature was

decreased according to change in source power in a black

line plot. Moreover, the microstructure image shown on

the right top confirmed no damage on HTL of the

bottom of the electrode layer.

Fig. 4. Surface Temperature according to different evaporation conditions of (a) 60 W, (b) 60W-90W, (c) 70W-90W, (d) 80W-100W, and

(e) 100 W. Insets are FE-SEM images of given condition.
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Fig. 4(d) shows the result of change in temperature

from the 80W-100W two-step process. Increase in depo-

temperature was expected according to increase in source

power in the grey line plot. However, the rate of increase

in depo-temperature was decreased drastically in the

black line plot. Microstructure analysis result shown on

the right top confirmed no damage on HTL of the

bottom of the electrode layer. 

Fig. 4(e) shows the result of the 100 W one-step process.

Depo-temperature increased up to 135.4 oC, and decrease

in ECE due to HTL and perovskite layer damage as

shown in SEM microstructure inset on the right top.

Therefore, decrease in maximum temperature and short-

ening of depo-time were possible with the proposed two-

step process. Higher ECE was achieved when two-step

process was employed compared to that with the one-

step process.

In Fig. 5, schematic illustration was shown for explan-

ation of mechanism about more decreasing depo-

temperature in two-step process containing 7 nm buffer

layer than one-step process. Transfer of general thermal

energy is possible through three methods of conduction,

convection, and radiation.

We assumed that heat input during thermal evaporation

and heat conduction through the stainless steel holder

contacting the PSC is the same. Convection is negligible

as the evaporator is in a vacuum.

Radiation is proportionally emitted to εΔT4 at the sub-

strate surface, where ΔT is Tsubstrate-Tenvironment.
11) Here ε

represents emissivity of the PSC surface.

Fig. 5(a) shows accumulated thermal energy until Au

layer becomes 70 nm in one-step process while each of

Au particle has certain thermal energy evaporated from

the source. At this point, thermal losses occur by con-

duction and radiation, and depo-temperature will indicate

the difference in thermal energy and thermal losses at the

PSC surface. 

Fig. 5(b) is the case of two-step process containing

7 nm buffer layer. Thermal input energy is assumed to be

the same since PSC device has identical structure in Fig.

5(a). Similar amount of heat conduction loss through

stainless steel holder occurred with Fig. 5(a) regardless

of the 7nm-thick Au buffer layer. 

On the other hand, radiation thermal loss was relatively

large proportional to ΔT4 since ΔT at the pre-produced

buffer layer is greater than the temperature difference in

Fig. 5(a). For this reason, the result confirmed that depo-

temperature can be maintained relatively lower eventually

due to the larger amount of thermal radiation losses by

buffer layer than the thermal energy shown in Fig. 5(a).

Therefore, two-step process using 7 nm buffer layer

could increase ECE effectively by protecting HTL of PSC

as it suggested before. 

4. Conclusions

We prospered two-step process that is creating 7nm-

thick buffer layer with relatively low power and is

depositing 70 nm thickness Au electrode in total with

high power in short period of time through the ordinary

thermal evaporator. Two-step process overcame the one-

step process problems on long depo-time, high depo-

temperature, and degradation of HTL and perovskite

layers. We confirmed two-step process could proceed

deposition without any under layer damage on 70 nm Au

electrode within 10 min over maintaining 88 oC of depo-

temperature. The two-step process using an ordinary

thermal evaporator was favorable in making an Au

electrode for PSC compared to the one-step process.
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